Oracle Fusion
Roadmap Services
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t’s almost certain that over the years your application
portfolio has grown larger and more complex whilst
keeping up with your business. It’s also almost just as
certain that there are more than a few existing and new
Oracle applications in the mix.
So depending on your plans for the future, it would be of benefit to evaluate
new options, commit to new upgrades, or consolidate diverse portfolios.
Whatever your plan, we would like to help make sure your business is
getting the most value from your investment in Oracle and Fusion
Applications?
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ORACLE FUSIONS ROADMAP
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CGI’s Oracle Fusion Roadmap Service

Key benefits:

Our Oracle Fusion Roadmap takes the hassle out of navigating the future of
your Oracle ERP and Oracle technologies. Our team of highly experienced
Oracle consultants provide guidance and deliver a plan which breaks down
the steps you need to take to move toward Oracle Fusion. We can provide
estimates and costs and the other material you need to build a business
case that will justify your investment.



Understand your options



Plan your journey into Fusion
with achievable deliverables



Act now to make it easy to
transition and upgrade in
future

So, what is Oracle Fusion?
Oracle Fusion is Oracle’s new generation of enterprise technologies,
applications, and services that will help you cut costs and increase business
agility.



Benefit from increased
flexibility and

It’s the next generation of Oracle ERP application and Fusion middleware.
Functionally Oracle have created Fusion Applications and Technologies to
combine the best of the E-Business Suite, PeopleSoft, JD Edwards, Seibel,
Primavera and other software. On the technology side Oracle uses the
market leading 11g grid database alongside industry standard SOA
integration and J2EE user interface technologies. Most of this technology is
now available under the Fusion Middleware banner.

Why do you need it?
It depends on your application portfolio strategy. If you choose to move to
the Fusion applications you stand to benefit from new applications and
latest functionality enhancements. We can advise on the changed
application functionality, data storage, technology stack, methods of
customisation and integration considerations.
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If, however you continue to use your existing Oracle ERP applications under
the Applications Unlimited programme you can continue to upgrade your
existing applications, introducing Fusion Middleware technologies and coexisting Fusion Applications in line with your business plan.
Either way you need a roadmap to plan and to understand the steps you
need to take along the way to ensure you get the best out of your
applications and what Oracle have to offer.

TWO EASY STEPS AND YOU’RE ON YOUR WAY TO YOUR
DESTIONATION
Our roadmap is not a ‘blue sky’ discussion document. It outlines the costs of
every step that you need to take over the next three years to get the best
out of your Oracle ERP applications. Written specifically for individual
organisations, no two roadmaps are the same.
For example, for companies that need heavily customised reports, we hold
business intelligence (BI) Publisher workshops with your development staff
to make it easy to transition to the Fusion reporting technologies. Our SOA
experts also tailor workshops for your unique needs for custom integration
requirements, training or other knowledge transfer activities

What do you get?


Initial assessment



Options briefing paper



Roadmap Plan



Roadmap deliverables with estimates, resource requirements and costs



Benefits statement including any cost savings for use in your business
case

ABOUT CGI

With over 68,000 professionals in
40 countries, CGI fosters local
accountability for client success
while bringing global delivery
capabilities to clients’ front doors.
Founded in 1976, CGI applies a
disciplined delivery approach that
has achieved an industry-leading
track record of on-time, onbudget projects. Our high-quality
business consulting, systems
integration and outsourcing
services help clients leverage
current investments while
adopting new technology and
business strategies that achieve
top and bottom line results. As a
demonstration of our
commitment, our average client
satisfaction score for the past 10
years has measured consistently
higher than 9 out of 10.

Here’s how we do it:
Understand
We assess your current Oracle ERP infrastructure – this includes size, user
base, customisation, module footprints, plans for new modules and
customisations. We also discuss your organisation’s future plans.

Plan
Our briefing paper makes it easy for you to choose from the options
available in the Oracle ERP landscape. Whether you’re an E-Business Suite
client who wants a Release 12 upgrade or choose to remain on 11i with
some custom extensions, we will produce a cost plan that makes the way
ahead easy.

For more information, please contact
us at:
T: +44 (0) 845 070 7765
E: oracle.uk@cgi.com
www.cgi-group.co.uk/Oracle
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With our roadmap you:
• Maintain and possibly improve the Return on Investment on your Oracle
applications
• Get a pragmatic, achievable approach to implement Oracle Fusion
applications
• Reduce the Total Cost of Ownership of your Oracle applications portfolio
• Increase your business agility and productivity
• Reduce the risk of failure
• Lower risk with more flexible and future-proofed systems
• Reduce the cost of your next Oracle ERP upgrade.

WHY CGI?
CGI has significant experience of Oracle’s ERP platforms as well as Oracle
Fusion Middleware technologies gained from a wide variety of projects.
With a track record of delivering large, complex Oracle application and
technology projects we have the skills, experience and knowledge to help
you plan and execute the move to Oracle Fusion Applications and
Middleware.
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